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MESSAGE FROM THE
CO-CHAIRS
The Associates continue to enjoy growth and resurgence amidst the calm of the familiar and the
excitement for the future! In response to the ever-increasing level of involvement with WAG
initiatives and our projects, we have embraced a horizontal leadership model. This model aspires
to equally share the responsibilities and recognizes the need for succession planning. To date,
the Development Committee, Education Committee, Communications Committee and
Membership Committee all operate with Co-Chairs.
This year, we extended the model to include the Chair and Vice-Chair positions and are finding
this team approach to be very successful. Esme Scarlett and Andrea Cibinel act as Co-Chairs
assisted by Vice-Chairs Pat McCullough and Sherry Glanville, while Susan Knox has agreed to
serve as Past Chair.
Art4Art, a unique fundraising project of the Associates, took place this past June 13 at the new
offices of TDS Law, located on the 17th floor of True North Square. Patrons enjoyed a superb
privately curated Canadian collection focusing on the work of Manitoba artists, several of whom
were present. Once again, we benefitted greatly from the involvement of Tannis Richardson in
the role of Honourary Chair.
Our fall season successfully launched at the lovely riverside home of Faye Warren, who
graciously entertained 52 guests. We were delighted to have Dr. Stephen Borys, WAG Director &
CEO, join us and once again voice his gratitude for our collective commitment to the work of the
WAG.
A guided tour of the Inuit Art Centre, offered to all Associates, took place after the September 16
General Meeting. We had the pleasure of being further informed by local architect, Michael
Robertson, and Project Manager, Rick Chopp.
Our new Terms of Reference were ratified at the September 16 General Meeting and were
created in keeping with the template currently used by the WAG Board of Governors.
On October 7, 2019, the Executive of the Associates of the WAG enjoyed a full-day retreat with
the mission to discuss our Goals and Action Plan for 2019-2020. The Statement of Purpose was
revisited to ensure that it continues to align with that of the WAG. Old By-Laws were reviewed,
and Appendices suggested & revised to include the various Executive Sub-Committee job
descriptions.
Andrea Cibinel & Esme Scarlett
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MEMBER'S
CORNER
THE

NEWEST

FACES

OF

VOLUNTEERING

BY PAT MCCULLOUGH & ANDREA CIBINEL
We currently have 128 members.
We are proud to welcome our newest members:
Maureen Penko
Valarie Barr-Jones
Margery Koop
Marg Synyshyn
And from the Lasting Legacy Program:
Oyinda Alaka
Lysbeth Arthur
Ian Bawa
Emily Bews
Tessa Brennan
Mike Buffi
Cleo Curtis
Jodi Dunlop
Laura Ellis
Amanda Emms

Skylar Ferbers
Spencer Ferbers
Sarah Gaudes
Cailyn Harrison
Delta Hirsch
Taylor LaRocque
Sarah London
Rasna Madhur
Andrew Mahon
Dan Reimer
Sabrina Sethi

Thank you to everyone who volunteered their time
and talent to work at this year’s Crafted. It’s always
an exciting weekend at the WAG.
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Art Appreciation
Afternoons
BY BONNIE TAYLOR
Art Appreciation afternoons enrich your
experience as a WAG Associates member and
best of all, participation is free.

Please reserve your seat and bring
your friends who are members of the
Associates.

Why not invest in yourself with an art
appreciation afternoon? You can add your voice
to a discussion group while discovering the
secrets of art and expand your horizons while
sipping tea with new friends during discussions,
book groups, DVD viewings and tours of the
galleries.

For more information, please contact Bonnie
Taylor, Coordinator at penink@me.com.

Our meetings take place six times throughout
the year, in the Lecture rOOM on Tuesdays from
2 P.M. to 3:30 P.M. and include 30 minutes of
presentation, followed by 40 minutes of
discussion.
The topics for member presentations respond
to suggestions put forth by participants. This
spontaneous research is fun and exploratory,
and if no one wants to present, then Bonnie will
provide the boilerplate for discussions. You just
need to bring your ideas and questions for
discussion!

Program 2020:
1. Tuesday, February 18 - Member
presentation
2. Tuesday, March 24 - Northern
Renaissance introduction- DVD
3. Tuesday, April 28 - Book
discussion- The Goldfinch by
Donna Tartt (historical fiction
with art themes). Session will include
conversation guided tour of works in the
Permanent Gallery
4. Tuesday, May 26 - Member
presentation.
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LASTING LEGACIES WORKSHOP
By Andrea Cibinel & Esme Scarlett

On November 16, 2019, we hosted a
federally funded one day workshop
known as the “Lasting Legacies
Workshop.” This event brought
together 15 senior leaders of the
Associates of the WAG with 25 young
adults, ages 20-35, who are active in
the community and local business.
Through storytelling and workshops,
we educated, inspired and promoted
community engagement to highlight
the power of volunteering and how
working together on a shared
experience not only benefits the
community but also benefits yourself;
through achievement and personal
growth.
The event also presented us with the
rare opportunity to create archival
material and record the memories of
the trailblazing Associates, as a

videographer captured precious
moments.
The invited young adults
participated at no cost and each
received a one-year membership to
the Winnipeg Art Gallery, as well as
a one-year membership to the
Associates. As new Associates,
they have access to meetings,
fundraising and friend-raising
events, all integral to the
Associates.
At the end of the day, everyone felt
empowered and ready to be a part
of the legacy, which is the
Associates of the WAG. We are
excited to welcome you all aboard
and look forward to benefiting from
your youthful perspectives and
insights on all of our future
endeavours.
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Small Worlds

PHOTO Ulilak. Man and Kayak with Two Swimming Caribou, 1959. Ivory, stone. Government of Nunavut Fine
Art Collection. On long-term loan to the Winnipeg Art Gallery, NA 766 a-k.

On Monday, October 21, the
Associates were treated to a
private tour of the Small Worlds
exhibition of miniature Inuit
sculptures.
As a tour guide, I have had
several occasions to visit the
Small Worlds: Inuit Miniature
Carving exhibit on the Mezzanine
Level of the Winnipeg
Art Gallery. This exhibition brings
together over 100 miniature
carvings by Inuit artists from
nineteen communities across
Nunavut. In my preparation to
facilitate tours of Small Worlds,
I attended a tour from the curator
of the show, Jocelyn Piirainen,
WAG Assistant Curator of Inuit
Art.
I feel particularly grateful to
enjoy these tiny works of art

through the eyes of young people
visiting the Gallery on school
tours. When leading a school
tour, my primary mission is to
share a sense of passion for and
understanding of the art. The
tour is conversational,
encouraging the students to
respond to questions. My job is
to keep the group curious and
engaged, their enthusiasm
measures the success of the
visit. The Small Worlds exhibit is
a wonderful way to approach art
appreciation for young people.
The tiny sculptures have been
put on display in a way that is
accessible for young audiences.
The themes represented in the
exhibition allow for a discussion
on Inuit beliefs and ways of life.
In observing the small
sculptures,

students spend time viewing all
the delicate detail and have lots
of observations and
interpretations to share. This art
empowers young people to share
their ideas and builds an
understanding and admiration
for Inuit art and culture.
This exhibition is a wonderful
show of what is to come when
the WAG opens the Inuit Art
Centre in 2020!
BY REBECCA HARRISON

READ MORE ABOUT
THE EXHIBIT HERE

TRAVEL
TOURS
INDIA
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DISCOVER

A
Journey
Through
India
BY BILL GLANVILLE & SHARMON LUCHUCK
Secure Your Spot NOW
November 12 – December 1, 2020
India is a rich tapestry of cultures, foods,
smells and colours. It stimulates all five
senses with lasting memories and feeds
the soul with adventure.
The upcoming tour of India is planned as
a two-part journey:
Nov. 8-13 Optional pre-trip extension to
Ladakh, the largest province in the state
of Jammu & Kashmir. Situated between
Karakoram and the Himalayan mountains,
it is a high-altitude desert punctuated
with cliffs and plateaus.
·
Nov. 12-Dec.1 Main trip: Concentrated on
Northern India and The Pushkar Camel
Fair, including Armitsar, Delhi, Varanasi
and other key sights.
To reserve your spot, contact Kerry at
Worldwide Quest at 1-800 387-1483 or
travel@worldwidequest.com.
Join us and you will be amazed!

PHOTOS BY BILL GLANVILLE
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Be
Inspired...
Morocco

Join us on April 6, 2020 at the Associates
Executive meeting, to hear Bill Glanville give a
presentation on one of 2019's most treasured
Travel Tours - beautiful Morocco.
He will showcase the many photographs and
stories from the tour and sweep you away with
the scent of mint tea poured from a great height,
the shouts of market traders at the souk and the
tastes of tangine.
For more information on on upcoming tours in
2020, please contact Bill or Sherry Glanville at
sbglanville@shaw.ca or (204) 885-0091.

"ONE OF THE
GREATEST
GIFTS YOU
CAN GIVE IS
YOUR TIME"
#VOLUNTEER

